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About This Game

NOW WITH 4 PLAYER COOP!

Fast, frantic and simple to pickup.

Capsular is a unique arena shooter featuring a "One shot, One Kill" mechanic. Jump into a fast paced match where your skill
matters most! Aim precisely and dodge carefully to get the upper hand over your frenemies.

Core Features:

 Multiplayer - Connect and compete with new friends and enemies from all around the world.

 Well Rounded Gameplay - Capsular features fast and simple gameplay that is easy to pick up but hard to master.

 Projectile Based Shooter - Almost every weapon in the game fires a slow moving projectile that you need to dodge
and avoid. Everything kills you in just one hit!
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 Skill Based Matches - Everyone starts equal. All unlockable items are purely cosmetic and change nothing about the
core gameplay.

Full Bot Support - Dont have any friends ? Dont worry! Capsular features full bot support with varying skill levels!

Multiple Weapons - From a Revolver to a Railgun! Capsular features up to 5 weapons in the current version.

Advanced Movement - Slide and Walljump to victory

Capsular Adventures / Release Trailer video by BlackBirdKings.
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Title: Capsular
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Gunschlinger
Publisher:
Gunschlinger
Release Date: 27 Apr, 2018
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This game is the best UberShit i have ever had in my life. -10/10 that♥♥♥♥♥♥hurt.. good vertical shooter, but... conquered in
1 hour? hahahaha would be better if i could use the mouse and or customizable keys. got it for 50 cents. can recommend for that
price.. Game is very good! I wish there was mulitplayer but the graphics are great! I hope its added!!!. great game i bought it day
one but since it didnt have leaderboards i refunded it but just rebought it after i heard about the update now im addicted
it still needs a way to get back to the main menu and leaderboards without having to exit and restart the game other than that
totally replayable blast fest with good variety of stuff. It keeps crashing. The long and short of it:

At 10 CHF (roughly 10 USD) the game isn't worth it. That's just too steep a price for something so short, and so indefinable.

The slightly longer:

The game is fun to play. It's odd and quirky with an interesting visual style and often bizarre narrative. Without spoiling
anything I'll just say that no matter how many times you play it you'll likely never really feel as if you know what in the hell is
actually going on. That in itself doesn't bother me in the least, but the main reason I have to come down on the side of "not
recommended" is the price, plain and simple. The game does offer replayability, and in fact sort of encourages it, being a point-
and-click with a somewhat variable storyline and outcomes.

And maybe you and a group of drunken friends will get some laughs, or be moved to have deep philisophical discussions of the
kind that only drunken friends can have, but when all's said and done (which will take very little actual time), your experience
with the game may well resemble the experience you'll have the next morning. You'll have a slight headache, and some dim
recollection that something meaningful may have happened, and then you'll try to forget the whole thing and get on with your
day.

If it drops to half price, sure, give it a whirl, but for 10 bucks you can sit this one out and, if you're so inclined, learn everything
that can possibly be learned about it by watching a 5 minute video on Youtube, because that's about how much entertainment
you'll get in a typical playthroughl anyway.. pre-review
(might change/update when it comes out of early access, but this is my view on it so far)

For being early access I am quite fond of this game as it is fun to play.
At the moment not everything is unlocked yet but I’m sure that will come in time.
I can see this game grow to a nice potential RPG adventure game.

The graphics are stunning and colorful. Some of the details are so nice to catch, it takes you by surprise. Which is in my opinion
awesome.
I also do like the music but I kinda secretly hope there will be added more tunes as after a while it gets a bit repetitive for me
personally.
 And not to mention the cute owl at the check point or the creepy weird-ish scarecrows in the fields.
The battling, crafting, exploring,... Hihi, I love it!

So my overall experience until now says, this game has a lot of potential and I’m looking forward to more updates and stuff
being added, as it has surprised me so far.
Therefore I am looking forward to many more to explore, craft,…
Thank you for the early access fun so far. <3. I've played through the first few puzzles and I'm really enjoying it. The difficulty
level is just right and the game runs really well on my bare minimum VR rig. I look forward to more like this.. I bought this
game, played it for 8 minutes, the game crashed, I closed it, and now, whenever I oven it, I hear an explosion and the menu
doesn't loud. What a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing shame.
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Great game! There are a lot of negative reviews but you have to understand it’s a puzzle game. You must see the game all the
way through. If you get stuck there is a well written guide at (Click Here for Guide)
But only read it if you get stuck in that one particular section.

I love the voice actors and the art and the imagination that went into this game and creating the scenes is phenomenal. There is a
lot of swearing so just a heads up. There are plenty of great moments where you can just marvel at awe at some of the room
layouts (epically ¾ of the way to completion) There are also scary what the hell moments that keeps you on your toes.

Summary: Wonderful game, see it all the way through to completion.
---------------------------------------------

Recommendations to the developers:

Fix some of the audio to SFX / Background music ratio. There are several scenes where I want to hear some of the quiet voices
and they are over powered by either music or other SFX.

Remove the button mashing scene with the “E key” It really takes away from the gameplay and seems just like another crappy
trigger event.
. Great game!. OLD SKOOL GOODNESS! This game pissd my mother off to no end. A good dlc but i like the swimsuit dlc in
storm 3 full burst. I bought mainly to support you guys. Keep doing an awesome job!. This game is a good challenge, will not
hold your hand after the tutorial. One Life is all you get, so plan on dying a lot while you learn how to play.

Music really pumps up the mood. Can collect pieces of a journal to document the creatures you encounter.

A wicked cool challenging game.

Not for casual gamers who dont like dying a lot.

No Easy mode. Better if you have a beard so you and your character can unite in beardly awesomeness.

Other than that I had fun, and will try try again till i get good.
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